We find an interesting fact that fictitious retrograde co-orbital bodies of Saturn, which we call Retrojans throughout this work, are highly unstable in our numerical simulations. It is shown that in the presence of Jupiter, these Retrojans will get ejected from Saturn's co-orbital space within a timescale of 1 Myr. This scenario reminds us of the instability of Saturn Trojans caused by Great Inequality and secular resonances. Therefore, we carry out in-depth inspections on both mechanisms and prove that the resonance overlap cannot serve as an explanation for the instability, due to the weakness of the retrograde 2:5 resonance with Jupiter at the low eccentricity. In the end, we find both ν 5 and ν 6 secular resonances contribute to the slow growth of the eccentricity and well explain the void inside Saturn's retrograde co-orbital space.
INTRODUCTION
The absence of Saturn Trojan has stirred interests of astronomers for decades. With the development of astronomical observation technology, Trojans of Uranus (Alexandersen et al. 2013) , Neptune (Marzari et al. 2003) have been discovered in recent years. However, until now, not a single Saturn Trojan has been found in any surveys. This is extremely appealing, as considering the abundance of Jupiter Trojans, it is so aberrant for the second biggest planet in the Solar System to have no neighbours around its Lagrange points. After realizing the anomaly of Saturn, astronomers quickly spotted Jupiter as the culprit behind the scenes through numerical integrations (Innanen & Mikkola 1989) . Further numerical surveys by Holman & Wisdom (1993) demonstrated that there are two holes near the triangular Lagrange Points of Saturn, implying that Trojans with small amplitude is highly unstable.
Aiming at explaining the instability of Saturn's co-orbital region, de la Barre et al. (1996) analysed two mechanisms that may lead to this phenomenon, the Great Inequality and the ν 6 secular resonance, with both numerical integration and Hamiltonian perturbation theory. Marzari & Scholl (2000) did more investigation on the secular dynamics and identified that the mixed 2 S − J − T resonance also accounts for the eccentricity growth of Saturn Trojans. Regarding the explanation of Great Inequality, Nesvorný (2002) demonstrated that the instability is rooted in the overlap of two mean motion resonances. With a planar bi-circular model, it is first shown that chaos can be generated for orbits close to the tadpole E-mail: puluobi@gmail.com † E-mail: gongsp@tsinghua.edu.cn center and e > 0.13, a value that secular resonances are capable of inducing. Therefore, the view of both Great Inequality and secular resonances contribute to the instability and clear out any potential Saturn Trojans has gradually formed. Recently, Hou et al. (2013) re-examined this stability problem in the synodic frame with the aid of frequency analysis, which again, corroborated the combined role of the resonance overlap and the secular resonance.
It seems that researchers have put an end to this problem, but the latest discoveries of the first retrograde co-orbital body of Jupiter (Wiegert et al. 2017 ) (we call it Retrojan hereafter, short for Retrograde Trojan (Wiegert et al. 2018) ) and potential Retrojans of Saturn (Li et al. 2018 ) have once again ignited our curiosity to the co-orbital region of Saturn. In the process of studying the dynamics of retrograde resonances (Huang et al. 2018a,b) , we noticed that unlike Jupiter, who can accommodate Retrojans like 2015 BZ509 for a long time, the retrograde co-orbital region of Saturn is significantly unstable. The fact that Retrojans are nowhere to be found in our numerical simulations reminds us previous research about instability and urges us to reinspect Saturn's co-orbital space for retrograde orbits.
In this letter, we first reported the instability emerged from the retrograde co-orbital region of Saturn in terms of a wide range of eccentricities and inclinations. Afterwards, through a comparative simulation, we confirmed that it is the gravitational influence of Jupiter that clears out possible Retrojans of Saturn. Then, in Section 3, we analyse both mechanisms of Great Inequality and secular resonances and rule out the possibility that resonance overlap may play a part. In the end, we verify that both ν 5 and ν 6 resonances have a major impact on destabilizing co-orbital bodies, corroborating that secular resonances are the only factor leading to the disastrous end of Saturn Retrojans.
NUMERICAL SURVEYS OF SATURN RETROJANS
The most direct and straightforward way to demonstrate the instability of the retrograde co-orbital region of Saturn in the presence of Jupiter is to integrate a large amount of fictitious small bodies in different models. Such numerical surveys have been performed to prove that Jupiter is the culprit kicking Saturn Trojans out (Hou et al. 2013 ). So now we should check whether Jupiter is a serial murderer of Saturn Retrojans.
We carried out three separate simulations considering all four giant planets (i.e. S-JSUN model) using the (Chambers 1999) package. Each simulation contains over 10,000 test particles whose initial conditions are uniformly distributed on an (a, e) grid, with a ranging from 8.5 au to 10.5 au, and eccentricity e ranging from 0 to 0.98. For the initial inclinations, three Rayleigh distributions of sin i with the mean value i = 180 • , 175 • and 160 • (or scale parameter σ = 0, 0.07 and 0.27, respectively). For the sake of simplicity, from now on, we call these three simulations the planar case, the near-planar case, and the inclined case. Additionally, all of the initial phase angles are picked randomly from 0 to 2π. Unlike the studies about Trojans, where phase angles were specifically selected to satisfy the 60 • phase difference between the particle and the planet, we do not have to follow the 60 • rule here since asymmetric equilibrium points are not existent in the retrograde co-orbital resonance (Huang et al. 2018a) .
For each simulation, we integrated these particles for 10 Myr, with an output interval of 0.1 Myr. The hybrid symplectic/BulirschStoer integrator was employed with a step size of 120 days and an accuracy parameter of 10 −12 . The surviving particles and their corresponding heat maps are plotted in Figures 1 to demonstrate the instability of Saturn's retrograde co-orbital region in the S-JSUN model.
Saturn Retrojans in the presence of Jupiter
Here in Figure 1 , we present three scatter plots along with their heat maps of surviving particles at the end of the 10 Myr integration time. Apparently, the retrograde co-orbital region of Saturn (marked by two light blue vertical lines) is highly unstable for various eccentricities and inclinations. Moreover, we observed that test particles in this region would be cleared out within a timescale of 1 Myr in three simulations.
For the planar and near-planar cases (left and middle panels of Figure 1 ), the distributions of surviving particles are quite similar. Only particles with low eccentricities and below the intersection lines of Saturn (cyan curves in Figure 1 ) have a chance to survive. Those with high eccentricities or originated from the co-orbital region eventually either collide with big planets or get scattered like Centaurs. However, as shown in the right panel, the inclined case differs from the planar and near-planar cases. There is an obvious clustering of remaining particles around a ∼ 10 AU, e ∼ (0.1, 0.3), and i ∼ (145 • , 165 • ), sitting at the right border of the co-orbital region. Although part of the clustering lies inside the resonant region, however, does not imply that they are trapped in the retrograde 1:1 resonance with Saturn. Upon further investigation, we realize that they can stay there for quite a long time is due to Kozai-Lidov resonance with Saturn.
Time evolutions of a, ω and ϕ (i.e. retrograde 1:1 resonant angle with Saturn) of two surviving particles in the inclined case are shown in Figure 2 . The expression of the retrograde resonant angle is given by ϕ = λ par − λ Saturn − 2 par , where λ par and par are specifically defined for retrograde orbits. As shown in the third panel of Figure 2 , resonant angles of both test particles never librate, despite the fact that their semi-major axes always lies in the vicinity of the co-orbital region of Saturn (first panel of Figure 2 (Michel & Thomas 1996; Gronchi & Milani 1999) . This type of Kozai-Lidov cycle, in the same way, protects an asteroid from node crossing with the planet, leaving it remaining stable for a long time. Specifically, for the case of retrograde 1:1 resonance, Namouni & Morais (2018) has demonstrated that all clones around the co-orbital zone of Jupiter and surviving the 4.5 billion years integration time must be trapped inside the KozaiLidov resonance with ω = 0 • or 180 • while dynamically outside the retrograde 1:1 resonance. Even more interestingly, those longterm stable clones in their simulations also have semi-major axes above that of Jupiter, which is again consistent with our results in Figure 1c .
Saturn Retrojans without Jupiter
We have demonstrated above that the retrograde co-orbital region of Saturn is by no means stable in the S-JSUN model. However, we have not yet known whether the instability is caused by Jupiter, like the prograde case, or by other factors. Therefore, the most intuitive and direct solution is to carry out another numerical simulation without considering the gravitational influence of Jupiter (i.e. S-SUN model). The results of this particular simulation are shown in Figure 3 , with all initial conditions of test particles identical to the inclined case in Section 2.1.
As presented in Figure 3 , most of the surviving particles lie between the 1:1 resonance borders, with eccentricities in a relatively large range of e ∼ (0.1, 0.7). Through careful inspection, we find that there are actually two mechanisms stabilizing the particles in the retrograde co-orbital region. The first one is, of course, retrograde 1:1 resonance. Most of the co-orbital particles have their resonant angles ϕ librating around 0 • with a small amplitude (less than 60 • ) while ω circulating, showing a good resonant state with Saturn. However, Kozai-Lidov resonances around 0 • or 180 • , again, provide another mechanism for a few particles to survive. Based on our last work (Huang et al. 2018b) , the small-amplitude retrograde 1:1 resonance cannot coexist with the Kozai-Lidov resonance (shown in their fig.2 ). In other words, only when the resonant amplitude enlarges over 140 • or the constraint of resonance is released can the Kozai-Lidov libration occur. This dynamical feature unique to the 1:1 resonance well explains what we observed here.
The noteworthy discrepancy between simulation results obtained by S-JSUN model and S-SUN model implies that Jupiter is blamed for sweeping out potential Retrojans of Saturn, just like what Jupiter has done to Trojans. Nevertheless, with these simulations, we cannot yet tell exactly what kind of mechanism Jupiter provides that brings chaos to possible retrograde neighbours of Saturn. 
TO KILL A RETROJAN
With our prior knowledge on Saturn Trojans, it may lead us to easily conclude that the Great Inequality (Lovett 1895), or the 2:5 near-resonance between Jupiter and Saturn is the primary cause of this similar scenario. The overlap between the 2:5 outer resonance with Jupiter and 1:1 resonance with Saturn brings chaos to Saturn's co-orbital region and destabilizes potential Trojans (Nesvorný 2002) . Besides the mechanism of resonance overlapping, secular resonance plays a significant role in shaping the dynamics of Saturn Trojans (Marzari & Scholl 2000; Hou et al. 2013 ). Therefore, we are interested to understand how these two mechanisms may influence Retrojans, which will be explored in our next sections.
Great Inequality
To start with, when we talk about the Great Inequality and the resonance overlap, it is vital to keep in mind that prograde resonance and retrograde resonance are significantly different. One of the ma- jor discrepancies is that they have a different order regarding the eccentricity. The order of a prograde k : k resonance is defined as |k − k |. On the contrary, for a retrograde resonance of the same ratio, the order is k + k instead (Morais & Namouni 2013) . The order of a resonance determines how its strength and width grow with its eccentricity. So generally speaking, a resonance with high order must have relatively low strength compared to a low order one, especially when its eccentricity is at a low value. Back to our problem, where a high order 7 for the retrograde 2:5 resonance hinders Jupiter from directly affecting the Retrojans at a relatively low eccentricity, the retrograde resonance overlap is too weak to have a distinct impact on the dynamical evolution of Retrojans.
In support of this argument, we measure widths of the retrograde 2:5 resonance with Jupiter and the retrograde 1:1 resonance with Saturn and plot them in Figure 4 . Specifically, we perform calculations and measurements with the workflow well elucidated in Huang et al. (2018a) and obtain their resonance widths on the (a, e) space. As for the 2:5 resonance, both pericentric (ϕ = 0 • ) and apocentric (ϕ = 180 • ) libration centres are taken into account. However, for the 1:1 resonance, we only plot its width around 0 • as its apocentric libration is weak enough to be ignored. As shown in is the crossing value of Jupiter. It is worth noting that all minor bodies whose eccentricity exceeds this threshold will have their orbits intersecting with that of Jupiter and are therefore inherently unstable due to random close encounters, which is exactly the case of the four minor bodies currently inside Saturn's co-orbital region (denoted by crosses in Figure 4) . As for potential Retrojans with low eccentricity, the width of the 2:5 resonance around 180 • is extremely narrow, compared to the size of the 1:1 resonance. Apparently, this is determined by its large order of 7. On the other hand, the resonance width of a prograde 2:5 resonance, which is of order 3, has a considerable size below e = 0.4 (Malhotra et al. 2018) and its overlapping effect is therefore non-negligible.
One of the handy tools to analyse the mean motion resonance overlap is the so-called bi-circular model first utilized by Nesvorný (2002) , in which Jupiter and Saturn have a fixed motion in a planar circular orbit and their mutual interactions are ignored to rule out any secular factors. With such a simple model, it is shown that a V-shaped instability is inserted into the Saturn's co-orbital region, demonstrating that resonance overlap can raise chaos when e > 0.13. Similarly, we also carry out another survey in the framework of bi-circular model to double check that retrograde resonance overlap cannot kick Retrojans out.
As shown in Figure 5 , another set of test particles, whose initial conditions are generated on a grid of a ∼ (9.2, 10.0) and e ∼ (0, 0.45), are integrated with the bi-circular model. After an integration time of 0.1 Myr, we plot particles always librating inside the co-orbital region as green squares, and those ejected as red crosses. In contrast to Nesvorný (2002) , no instability caused by overlap is detected in Figure 5 . Apparently, most of the stable particles lie between two retrograde 1:1 resonance borders shown in Figure 4 , indicating their dynamics are predominantly shaped by co-orbital resonance with Saturn, rather than 2:5 resonance with Jupiter. With all of these associated pieces of evidence, therefore, it is safe to draw the conclusion that Great Inequality has nothing to do with Retrojans of Saturn. 
Secular Resonances
In our last section, we have ruled out the possibility that the Great Inequality brings calamity to potential Retrojans, as the strength of the 2:5 resonance with Jupiter is negligible when its eccentricity is below 0.4. However, secular resonances serve as another mechanism affecting Saturn's co-orbital region. In Marzari & Scholl (2000) , it is proposed that the mixed 2 S − J − T resonance and possible ν 6 resonance destabilize orbits of Saturn Trojans. To validate whether the secular resonance also influences Retrojans, we further integrate some test particles in the S-JS model. All of these initial conditions have semi-major axes equal to that of Saturn, eccentricities between 0.1 to 0.15 and resonant angle close to 0 • , which ensures a good resonant state when considering only Saturn.
Unsurprisingly, as their eccentricities slowly grow up, almost all the particles get cleared out from Saturn's co-orbital space within a timescale of 4 Myr. In addition, we investigate some possible secular resonant angles and find that T + J and T + S 1 , which are critical angles of ν 5 and ν 6 resonance, respectively, play a big role in raising particle's eccentricity to a higher value. Dynamical evolution of two typical particles in this simulation are presented in our Figure 6 , where their initial inclinations are 160 • and 180 • , respectively.
A ν 5 or ν 6 resonance crossing can be spotted from the change of the circulation direction of its corresponding critical argument (Marzari & Scholl 2000) . As shown in Figure 6 , for the left particle, when its T + J is slowly librating from around 1.1 Myr to 1.3 Myr, we notice its eccentricity undergoes a constant growth, surpassing the Jupiter crossing value eventually. As for the right particle, we spot both ν 5 and ν 6 resonance crossings contributing to the gradual increase of the libration amplitudes of a and ϕ from 2.6 Myr. The mutual impacts of two secular resonances also boost the orbital eccentricity of the body and undermine its resonant state with Saturn. Additionally, it is noteworthy that ν 5 secular resonance is effective at any inclinations (left panel of Figure 6 ), but we find that The dynamical evolution shown in Figure 6 provides us with perfect examples showing how secular resonances boost the orbital eccentricity and finally destabilize a fictitious Retrojan. It is not a special case, but a general mechanism that we observed from a large number of test particles. Moreover, we check other possible critical angles, such as 2 J − S + T and 2 S − J + T , but do not find their correlations with the eccentricity as close as T + J and T + S . In conclusion, ν 5 and ν 6 resonances together can well explain the instability of the retrograde co-orbital region of Saturn and the nonexistence of its potential Retrojans.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we find the absence of the retrograde co-orbital bodies of Saturn, which are called Retrojans throughout this paper, from results of numerical simulations, and demonstrate that the gravitational influence of Jupiter is responsible for this instability. In our numerical surveys, we find an interesting clustering of test particles sitting near the right border of the co-orbital space, which is protected from close encounters with Saturn by Kozai-Lidov resonances around 0 • and 180 • . To explain precisely which mechanism Jupiter provides to shape the co-orbital structure of Saturn, we examine both the Great Inequality and the secular resonances. On the one hand, it is shown that the retrograde 2:5 resonance with Jupiter is too weak to alter the dynamics inside the co-orbital region of Saturn because its resonance width is narrow when eccentricity is below 0.4. On the other hand, we discover secular resonances of ν 5 and ν 6 both conducive to the slow growth of orbital eccentricities, leading to the inevitable ejection with Jupiter of potential Saturn Retrojans.
To conclude, unlike the case of its prograde Trojans, the instability of fictitious Saturn Retrojans is irrelevant to the Great Inequality, but caused by ν 5 and ν 6 secular resonances.
